"Germans don't want war" - The play was set after world war
2 so Priestley used this as an advantage to almost mock the
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unsinkable". The titanic had floors where the upper class
stayed at the top while the bottom class stayed at the bottom.
Priestley perhaps wanted to address how classes don't
matter in a life or death situation bringing the classes
together.

Context
Inspector Goole may be the voice of Priestley.

Inspector
She still treats Eric and Sheila as children and may be
responsible for why Eric and Sheila have been spoiled.
Mrs Birling is presented as selfish and cold-hearted despite
helping at a women's charity, she refused to help Eva Smith
when she was pregnant.

Mrs Birling

The play is set in one room and is in real time. This gives the
overwhelming effect of how a rich Edwardian family's dinner
was ruined due to events that took place before suggesting
had they taken responsibility before, they would be getting rid
of their future problems.

Other stuff

An Inspector Calls

Mr Birling fired Eva after some protests for raising their wage.

Characters
Mr Birling

Mr Birling is a "hard-headed" business man who is a capitalist
and wants to rank up the social ladder through Sheila and
Gerald's engagement.

Eric

Men were starting to acknowledge that women were as capable
as Men as women took over Men's jobs as they went to fight in
the war.

Mr Birling is presented as ignorant and arrogant, Priestley
rubbishes him through his false predictions of the titanic being
"Absolutely unsinkable" and "Germans don't want war".

Eric is presented as immature and we know he drinks alot.
Eric had an affair with Sheila and she became pregnant. Eric
should have a different guilt complex as it was his baby that also
died in Eva Smith. Eric also stole money from his father to help
Eva.

Mr Birling views women in an old-fashioned way. He says to
Sheila that she shouldn't pay much attention to the Inspector and
Mr Birling's business.

Gender

After world war 2, the welfare of the poor was poor so Priestley
addressed this issue through an Inspector calls delivering the
message that we are all responsible for each other.

Gerald

Themes

Social Responsibility

Sheila
Eric and Sheila and belong to the younger generation who are
open to change while Mr and Mrs Birling aren't willing to change
by the end of the play.

The rich got richer while the poor got poorer before World War 2.
Your life was dependent on the class you were born into.
Priestley wanted to address this inequality issue and how the
War bought these classes closer together.

Gerald is "Too manly to be dandy" and is higher up in the social
ladder than the Birling family. Gerald Croft and Birling want to
join forces in business.
Gerald also had an affair with Daisy Renton

Sheila is childish and naïve but also has a changing mindset and
she changed her views at the end of the play.
Sheila was jealous of how good Eva looked with the dress that
was "perfect for her" but looked terrible on Sheila. As a result
she got her fired.

Generation

Class

